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As some of us move inexorably towards the
end of their sixth decade, it is salutary to
realize that this period encompasses most of

the history of diagnosis and treatment for
Cardiology in the Young. In their excellent volume
entitled The Developing Heart,1 Neill and Clark point
out that the decade of the 1990s marks the 50th
anniversary of the beginning of surgery for correc-
tion of malformations in the hearts of children.
Within the history that they chart, they identify
four eras, of which the first is the era of pathological
anatomy. The highlight of this period, which
included such other monumental landmarks as the
monograph of von Rokitansky,2 they identify as the
publication of Abbott's Atlas of Congenital Heart
Disease? This important book, still worthy of
detailed study, provided a working classification in
the English language. If, however, Abbott was the
colossus who bestrode the end of the pathological
era, then there can be no question but that another
giant of cardiac pathology has straddled all the
remaining eras of the growth of our subject, namely
Jesse Edwards. We are reminded of the importance
of the contributions of Edwards by the appearance
of a perceptive interview with this influential figure
in a recent issue of the American Journal of
Cardiology.4 It is all too easy for today's students to
forget the contributions made by our predecessors.
Who can give chapter and verse for the career of
Ebstein,5 or even Fallot?6 Aphorisms, such as
emphasizing that those who neglect to learn from
the mistakes of the past are condemned to repeat
them, are known to us all. It is equally important
that we do not ignore them. The interview with
Edwards, therefore, is worthy of emphasis.

It, and its predecessors, bring a much-needed
readability to what otherwise can be a dry periodi-
cal. Roberts, in fact, has been responsible for other
innovations in Cardiological publishing, including
trenchant comments from the editorial chair! His
assessment of the contributions of Edwards
deserves review by all who read our own Journal.
He rates Edwards as 'a great man', and we agree
with this assessment. He has personally trained
many other great cardiac pathologists and clini-
cians, while there can be no serious student who
has not read several of his written contributions,
although few would challenge the familiarity

claimed by Roberts, perhaps to their detriment.
Just to read through the selected list from his pub-
lications, together numbering close to 800, is to
review the history of congenital heart disease.
Edwards worked in Minnesota when 'The big four'
(Edwards, Kirklin, Burchell, and du Shane) were
establishing the pre-eminence of the Mayo Clinic.
In I960, he moved the short distance to Twin
Cities (Minneapolis-St Paul) where Lillehei had
been equally instrumental in the birth of Paediatric
Cardiac Surgery. The achievements from both cen-
tres are impressive, not least being the establish-
ment of the 'Heath-Edwards' gradings for
categorization of pulmonary vascular disease.7 It
must surely have been an oversight not to have
included this monumental study amongst the most
important publications. In this respect, Edwards
himself chose only 18 of his 726 papers, but
Roberts rightly persuaded him to expand this to
149- Included are the categorizations for tricuspid
atresia and common arterial trunk which still enjoy
widespread use, as well as many other landmark
papers, such as the elucidation of double outlet
right ventricle8 which is highlighted by Roberts
himself. Any who know Jesse Edwards will have no
difficulty in picking out the essence of the man
from this interview. It is no surprise that Dr
Ed-wards has no real regrets when looking retro-
spectively at his professional achievements. It is,
nonetheless, his philosophy for congenital heart
disease which will best lead us forward: 'Basically, I
believe in simplicity, call it the way you see it, and
I think that people in other fields can understand'.
If we all applied this philosophy to the coming eras,
we would do everyone a great service!

Robert H. Anderson
G. William Henry

Geoffrey L. Nuttall
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